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Abstract

The distribution of cases in the case base is critical to the per-
formance of a Case Based Reasoning system. The case author
is given little support in the positioning of new cases during
the development stage of a case base. In this paper we argue
that classification boundaries represent important regions of
the problem space. They are used to identify locations where
new cases should be acquired. We introduce two complexity-
guided algorithms which use a local complexity measure and
boundary identification techniques to actively discover cases
close to boundaries. The ability of these algorithms to dis-
cover new cases that significantly improve the accuracy of
case bases is demonstrated on five public domain classifica-
tion datasets.

Introduction
Case Based Reasoning (CBR) solves new problems by re-
using the solution of previously solved problems. The case
base is the main source of knowledge in a CBR system and,
hence, the availability of cases is crucial to a system’s per-
formance. It is the availability of cases that often supports
the choice of CBR for problem-solving tasks, however, in
real environments there are often gaps in the coverage of the
case base because it is difficult to obtain a collection of cases
to cover all problem-solving situations.

Adaptation knowledge can be used to provide solutions
to new problems that occur in the gaps that result from a
lack of case coverage. However, gaining effective adapta-
tion knowledge may be impossible or require considerable
knowledge acquisition effort. The inclusion of additional,
strategically placed cases can provide a more cost-effective
solution.

Case discovery is the process of identifying useful new
cases to fill gaps that exist in the coverage of the case base.
This is different from traditional case learning, through the
retain stage of the CBR cycle, in which newly solved prob-
lems are routinely added to the case base to assist future
problem-solving. Rather case discovery is an active learning
problem in which the aim is to identify areas of the prob-
lem space in which new cases would help to improve the
system’s performance and to create cases to fill these gaps.
Commercial systems generally assume that a suitable case
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base already exists and give little help to the case author in
the case discovery stage of building the case base. There is
a need for techniques to assist the case author during this
crucial case base development stage.

We argue that new cases should be placed in regions of
the problem-space in which the system is uncertain of the
solution, and that these regions are generally close to bound-
aries between classifications. In this paper we present a new
technique to identify and rank these areas of uncertainty and
create candidate cases to assist the case author place new
cases in these regions.

The remainder of this paper describes our approach and
evaluates it on several public domain case bases. The next
section discusses existing work on case discovery. The fol-
lowing sections outline how we use a complexity metric,
boundary detection and clustering to identify areas of the
problem-space that need the support of new cases and how
these cases are created. The approach is then evaluated
against two benchmark algorithms before we draw some fi-
nal conclusions.

Related Work in Case Discovery
The case discovery problem can be considered in two

stages. First interesting areas or gaps within the coverage
of the case base must be identified and secondly cases must
be created to fill these gaps. This presents a more complex
challenge when compared to the more commonly researched
case base editing or selective sampling problems that have a
pool of existing cases from which to select cases. In contrast,
the task of case discovery is to add to the case knowledge us-
ing implicit information held within the case base.

Some research has focused on the first stage of the dis-
covery process. One approach to identifying gaps has been
to focus on locating maximal empty hyper-rectangles within
k-dimensional space (Liu, Ku, & Hsu 1997). In their later re-
search the algorithm is capable of locating hyper-rectangles
within data containing both continuous and discrete valued
attributes (Liu et al. 1998). The main problem with this ap-
proach is that there is no way to identify if the gap found
in the problem space is interesting from a problem-solving
view-point, or even represents a possible combination of at-
tribute values. An alternative approach to identifying inter-
esting areas for new cases is proposed in (Wiratunga, Craw,
& Massie 2003) as part of a selective sampling technique.
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In this approach the case base plus unlabelled examples are
formed into clusters using a decision tree technique. The
clusters are then ranked based on the mixture of classes
present, and then unlabelled examples are ranked based on
their distance from labelled cases and closeness to other un-
labelled examples. However this approach draws on knowl-
edge gained from a pool of unlabelled cases not normally
available during the case discovery process.

CaseMaker (McSherry 2001) is a knowledge acquisition
tool that addresses both stages of the discovery process. A
complete set of all uncovered cases is found by exhaus-
tively searching the space of allowable feature combina-
tions. These cases are ranked based on their potential cov-
erage contributions, calculated using an adaptation function
based on feature differences. This approach has been shown
to be successful in finite domains where suitable domain
knowledge and adaptation knowledge are available.

Competence-guided case discovery is an alternative ap-
proach based on a competence model (McKenna & Smyth
2001). The model groups together cases that solve each
other into clusters called competence groups (Smyth &
McKenna 2001). For each pair of competence groups the
two closest cases are identified as the boundary pair and gaps
are identified as the space between these nearest neighbour
competence groups. Starting with the smallest gap a case is
created whose feature values are determined by the cases in
the neighbourhood of the boundary pair. While this intuitive
approach is likely to discover valid cases in active regions of
the problem space it gives no guarantee on finding the most
interesting gap as it ignores large parts of the problem space.

Exploiting the existing knowledge within the case base is
common to all the approaches discussed here and, likewise,
we use this knowledge source to identify areas of uncertainty
within the problem space and then to identify cases on clas-
sification boundaries.

Complexity-Guided Case Discovery

Our aim is to discover cases that improve the CBR sys-
tem’s accuracy. We believe cases close to classification
boundaries are most likely to achieve this aim. As discussed
earlier, the case discovery problem can be considered in
two stages: identification of interesting areas of the prob-
lem space in which to place new cases is discussed in this
section while the creation of new cases to fill these gaps is
discussed in the following section.

Previous research on case base editing has highlighted
the importance of cases in boundary regions for the com-
petence of a case base (Brighton & Mellish 2002; Wilson &
Martinez 2000). It seems reasonable to expect a successful
case creation algorithm to also identify cases on class bound-
aries. Our approach to identifying where new cases should
be placed, in order to improve a system’s accuracy, involves
several stages that combine to identify boundary cases.

Areas of Uncertainty The first stage in finding interest-
ing areas for new cases is to find areas in which cases are
likely to be wrongly classified. We do this by using a local
complexity metric.

Classification complexity is an inherent problem charac-
teristic that gives a measure of how difficult it is to classify
new problems. It is determined by such factors as the over-
lap and length of decision boundaries, the dimensionality of
the feature space, the noise level and the sparseness of avail-
able cases. Accuracy gives one measure of complexity but is
dependent on the classifier chosen and provides no local in-
formation on areas of complexity within the problem space.

Several approaches have been used to estimate overall
classification complexity. However, in case discovery we are
interested in the complexity at local areas. We have chosen
an approach that allows us to measure the local complex-
ity based on the spatial distribution of cases rather than on a
probabilistic distribution. In this approach the complexity of
each case is calculated using a metric based on its k-Nearest
Neighbours while incrementally increasing the value of k.
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Figure 1: Complexity metric calculation

The complexity measure is calculated for each case by
looking at the class distribution of cases within its local
neighbourhood. Pk is the proportion of cases within a case’s
k nearest neighbours that belong to the same class as itself.
In Figure 1a, as the value of k increases, the sequence of
Pk starts 1, 0.5, 0.67, 0.5. A nearest neighbour profile can
now be plotted of Pk as k increases. The complexity metric
used is the area of the graph under the profile with the x-axis
normalised, shown by the shaded area on Figure 1b. Case
complexity is calculated by

complexity = 1− 1
K

K

∑
k=1

Pk

for some chosen K. With K=4 the complexity of c1 is 0.33.
As the metric is weighted to a case’s nearest neighbours us-
ing a large value for K has little impact on the results and
K=10 was used in our calculations.

Cases with high complexity are close to classification
boundaries and identify areas of uncertainty within the prob-
lem space. The regions around these target cases are iden-
tified as requiring support. Target cases are ranked in de-
scending order of complexity to prioritise between the dif-
ferent regions.

Class Boundaries The case complexity metric is used to
identify target cases in regions of the problem space near
classification boundaries that we believe would benefit from
the support of additional cases. However, it gives no help on
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where, within these regions, the new cases should be placed.
Following our hypothesis that cases close to class bound-
aries are important in case discovery we want to discover
cases closer to the boundaries. There must be a classifica-
tion boundary in the problem space close to the target case,
however its direction and location are not known. To find an
outer limit for the location of the boundary the target case’s
nearest unlike neighbour (NUN) is found i.e. the nearest
case that has a different class. The boundary lies between
these two reference cases i.e. the target case and its NUN.

Clustering Prioritising regions of the problem space using
only the complexity value of cases is expected to identify
interesting areas in which additional cases will improve the
system’s accuracy. However, prioritising on case complex-
ity alone potentially gives two problems. There is a danger
that new cases will be concentrated in a small region of the
problem space as high complexity cases are likely to be lo-
cated close to each other. In addition, new cases may be
concentrated on small pockets of cases whose classification
is different to their neighbours, as these cases will have high
complexity values, resulting in poorer performance in noisy
or multi-class problems.

Partitioning the case base into clusters may give a more
balanced distribution of discovered cases over the whole
case base. Competence group clustering (Smyth & Keane
1995) is a commonly used clustering technique in CBR and
a similar approach has been adopted here. Clusters are
formed using leave-one-out testing to measure the problem-
solving ability of a case using: coverage and reachability.
Coverage of a case is the set of problems that case can solve;
conversely, reachability is the set of all cases that can solve
it. Next clusters of cases, called competence groups, are
formed using their reachability and coverage sets to group
cases that have overlapping sets. This clustering model is
typically applied to CBR systems incorporating an adapta-
tion stage, however, here it is being applied to retrieve-only
classification. In this scenario, the reachability set of a case
is its k-nearest neighbours with the same classification but
bound to the first case of a different class (Brighton & Mel-
lish 1999).

With the case base formed into clusters, the complexity of
each cluster can be defined as the average complexity of the
cases it contains. The clusters can be ranked in descending
order of complexity. Now, rather than choosing target cases
purely on complexity ranking, one case can be chosen from
each cluster with cluster complexity used to prioritise the
target cases. The target case chosen from each cluster is the
case with the highest complexity. In addition, there is now
the opportunity to remodel the case base, by reforming the
clusters as new cases are added, and building the effect of
the discovered cases into the next round of case discovery.

Creating a New Case

The methods described in the previous section are used
to identify interesting areas of the problem space for new
cases. The second stage of the case-discovery process is to
create a candidate case to occupy the area between the two

reference cases. This involves setting suitable feature values
for the candidate case.

Candidate Case Feature Values Two approaches for set-
ting the candidate case’s feature values were investigated.
In the first, the feature values are set as either the mean (nu-
meric features) or majority (nominal features) of the feature
values of the reference cases and their related sets. A case’s
related set is the union of its coverage and reachability sets.
This approach, used by McKenna & Smyth, was found not
to work well in domains containing small groups of excep-
tional cases. This may be due to one of the reference cases
coming from a much larger competence group and applying
excessive influence on the feature values, and hence loca-
tion, of the candidate case. An alternative simpler approach
was found to give more consistent results and was adopted
for the complexity-guided algorithms. In this simpler ap-
proach the candidate case uses only the boundary pair to set
its problem feature values. This results in a discovered case
more evenly spaced between the reference pair.

Case discovery aims to create a new case for inclusion in
the case base. Inclusion of the candidate case may be au-
tomatic but, as there is no guarantee that a candidate case
will be a valid case occupying an active region of the prob-
lem space, the more likely scenario is for the case author to
validate the case prior to its inclusion in the case base.

Noise Filter A potential problem of discovering cases on
classification boundaries is that noisy cases may be discov-
ered in domains containing significant levels of noise or ex-
ceptional cases. Indeed, most modern case editing algo-
rithms (Brighton & Mellish 2002; Delany & Cunningham
2004) apply noise reduction algorithms prior to an editing
approach that retains boundary cases.

A typical approach to noise reduction is to remove cases
that are incorrectly classified (Wilson 1972). We apply a
similar approach to determine if a validated case should be
included in the case base. A friend to enemy distance ratio is
calculated using the similarity metric. The enemy distance
is the average distance within the case base to the validated
case’s three NUN’s whereas the friend distance is the aver-
age distance to the validated case’s three nearest like neigh-
bours. A high ratio indicates a validated case that may harm
the system’s accuracy and would not be included in the case
base. A conservative or aggressive approach to noise filter-
ing can be applied by varying the ratio above which a val-
idated case is not added to the case base. Noise filtering
has only been used on known noisy datasets and has been
applied using a conservative approach by not accepting val-
idated cases with a ratio greater than 1.5.

Evaluation

In order to confirm that complexity-guided case discovery is
useful we need to demonstrate that useful cases are discov-
ered. Two complexity-guided algorithms have been com-
pared with two benchmark algorithms to determine whether
they result in case bases with increased accuracy. Five pub-
lic domain classification datasets from the UCI ML repos-
itory (Blake, Keogh, & Merz 1998) have been used in the
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evaluation. The selected datasets have varying numbers of
features and classes, proportion of nominal to numeric at-
tributes and level of noise. In addition, some datasets have
missing values.

Complexity-guided case discovery cannot guarantee valid
cases will be discovered. The objective is to supply a com-
plete, candidate case to the case author to either accept or
create a slight variation that corresponds to a valid case.
However, this situation is difficult to replicate in an exper-
imental evaluation because a domain expert is not available
to validate the discovered cases. To simulate an expert our
experimental design uses a pool of independent cases to act
as an oracle. The candidate case then acts as a probe into
this pool of cases to retrieve the most similar case from the
oracle.

Each dataset was split into 5 independent folds with the
folds being stratified to ensure a proportional representation
of each class in each fold. One fold was used as the training
set, one of the remaining four folds was used as the the test
set with the pool of cases being made up of the three unallo-
cated folds. This process was repeated for each combination
in turn resulting in 20 experiments (unique combinations of
training set, test set and pool cases) for each dataset. There
was no overlap between a training set and its associated test
set and pool of cases.

The case base was initialised by randomly selecting a
fixed number of cases from the training set. The starting size
of the case base varied between 10 and 35 cases, depending
on the dataset size and the difficulty of the problem. The al-
gorithms were run on each trial on each dataset to discover
between 5 and 40 cases in steps of 5. The results, averaged
over the 20 runs, are plotted as a graph of the average ac-
curacy for the test set for an increasing case base size, as an
increasing number of cases are discovered. Test set accuracy
is evaluated by a straightforward k-NN.

The experiments evaluate the effectiveness of the four al-
gorithms described below on test set accuracy with a varying
number of cases being discovered.

Algorithms
Four different case-discovery techniques have been imple-

mented. Two are complexity-guided algorithms using a
combination of the previously discussed techniques while
the remaining algorithms provide benchmark comparisons.

All the algorithms identify two reference cases (a target
case and its pair case) from within the case base. The main
difference between the four algorithms is in their approach
to identifying these reference cases.

• COMPLEXITY is our simpler complexity-guided algo-
rithm. The complexity metric is calculated for each case
and the 50% of cases with the highest complexity are
ranked in descending order. Each case in turn (until the
desired number of cases are discovered) is selected as the
target case and its NUN is identified as its pair case. These
two reference cases are used to create a candidate case to
lie between them by setting the candidate’s feature val-
ues as either the mean or majority of the reference cases’
feature values.

• COMPLEXITY+ is a more informed algorithm that uses
clustering to create a model of the case base. Figure 2
shows a simplified view of how this algorithm works in 2
dimensions. There are cases belonging to two classes with
a class boundary between them. The cases are formed into
clusters and the case with the highest complexity in each
cluster is chosen as the target case (shown as a solid case).
The target case’s NUN is found (shown by an arrow) giv-
ing two reference cases and a candidate case is created to
lie between them, as shown by the square.
The implementation of the algorithm involves the follow-
ing stages. The complexity metric is calculated for each
case. Clusters are formed and their complexity calculated
as discussed earlier. The 75% of clusters with highest
complexity are ranked in descending order of complexity.
A target case is selected from each cluster in turn (until the
required number of cases are discovered) and its NUN is
selected as its pair case. A candidate case is created in
the same manner as in COMPLEXITY. Where more cases
are required than available clusters the stages are repeated
including the complexity calculation and clustering. This
incorporates the effect of the already discovered cases into
the model.

• COMPETENCE uses competence-guided case discovery
to create new cases between the nearest neighbour com-
petence groups (McKenna & Smyth 2001). Two reference
cases are selected from different competence groups that
are nearest to each other. The candidate case’s feature val-
ues are set using the feature values of the reference cases’
related sets.

• RANDOM is an uninformed algorithm that selects two ref-
erence cases at random from the case base and then uses
these reference cases to create a candidate case in the
same way as COMPLEXITY. This process continues until
the required number of cases have been discovered.

- class 1
- class 2
- candidate
case

Figure 2: Illustration of COMPLEXITY+

Results
Significance is reported from a one-tailed paired t-test at

99% confidence, unless otherwise specified. Figure 3 (a)
and (b) show average accuracy results for each case base
size on the House Votes and Hepatitis domains. These are
both binary classification problems with a bias to one of the
classes. House votes is the larger data set with 435 cases
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Figure 3: Accuracy of Growing Case Bases as Cases are Discovered

containing 17 nominal features while Hepatitis is a smaller
data set of 155 cases represented by 20 mostly nominal
features containing some missing values. As expected we
see a significant improvement in accuracies on both House
Votes and Hepatitis by the two complexity-guided algo-
rithms (COMPLEXITY and COMPLEXITY+) over the RAN-
DOM and COMPETENCE. Perhaps surprisingly, the simpler
COMPLEXITY gives the best performance on these datasets.
This might be explained by these being binary problems
with high accuracy suggesting a more simple boundary than
on the other datasets. The simpler algorithm, by concen-
trating on only few areas of the problem space, appears to
perform well on this type of domain.

Average accuracy for the Zoo and Lymphography do-
mains appear in Figure 3 (c) and (d). These are multi-class
problems: Zoo has 101 cases split between 7 classes while
Lymphography has 148 cases covering 4 classes. These do-
mains have similar number of features (18 and 19) with no
missing values. Zoo contains only nominal features whereas
Lymphography contains both nominal and numeric. In both
these domains COMPLEXITY+ produces the best perfor-
mance with significant improvement over the other three al-
gorithms. COMPLEXITY shows a significant improvement
over RANDOM on the zoo domain but no difference over
COMPETENCE. On Lymphography COMPLEXITY gave no
improvement over either benchmark algorithm. The rela-
tively poor performance of COMPLEXITY might be expected
on these multi-class domains, as some of the classes con-
tain a very small number of cases. In these situations COM-
PLEXITY will concentrate on providing cases to support the
classes with low representation and provide insufficient sup-
port to the rest of the problem space. In contrast, COMPLEX-
ITY+ uses clustering to provide a more balanced distribution
of new cases.

Figure 3 (e) shows average accuracy results on the Breast
Cancer dataset. In Figure 3 (f) a noise filter, as described
earlier, has been applied to all four algorithms for Breast
Cancer. This is a binary classed domain with 9 multi-
valued features containing missing data. The noise filter has
been added because Breast Cancer is a more complex do-
main containing either noise or exceptional cases resulting
in lower accuracies than the other domains. COMPLEXITY+
again produces the best performance with significant im-
provements over the other three algorithms. COMPLEXITY
also shows a significant improvement over the two compari-
son algorithms in both experiments although the improve-
ment over COMPETENCE without the noise filter is only
significant at 95% confidence. The improved performance
of COMPLEXITY+ over COMPLEXITY might again be ex-
plained by the simpler algorithm concentrating on support-
ing the noise or exceptional cases. It is interesting to see
that, although the noise filter results in a small improvement
in the performance of the benchmark algorithms it gives a
large and significant improvement to the accuracies achieved
by both the complexity-guided algorithms. This improve-
ment is to be expected in noisy datasets because, by choos-
ing cases on class boundaries, the complexity-guided algo-
rithms will have a greater tendency to pick noisy cases.

Evaluation Summary

The results from the significance tests, comparing the
two complexity-guided case discovery algorithms with the
benchmark algorithms on each dataset, are summarised in
Table . The first two columns display the improvement with
COMPLEXITY while the other two columns show signifi-
cance results for COMPLEXITY+.

Overall COMPLEXITY+’s performance shows a signifi-
cant improvement over the comparison algorithms on all the
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COMPLEXITY COMPLEXITY+
vs. vs. vs. vs.

Data Set RANDOM COMPETENCE RANDOM COMPETENCE

House Votes
√ √ √ √

Hepatitis
√ √ √ √

Zoo
√

no difference
√ √

Lymphography no difference no difference
√ √

Breast Cancer
√ √

(95%)
√ √

Breast Cancer-Noise
√ √ √ √

Table 1: Results summary according to significance

datasets and it provides the most consistent approach to case
discovery of the algorithms studied. COMPLEXITY is shown
to perform well on binary problems, particularly on simpler
problems and on domains with low levels of noise, however,
its performance on multi-class problems is only comparable
with the benchmark algorithms.

The introduction of a noise filter stage gave significant
accuracy improvements on the two complexity-guided dis-
covery algorithms with Breast Cancer. This highlights the
importance of noise filtering in noisy datasets.

Conclusions

The novel contribution of this paper is the use of a com-
plexity metric and a case’s NUN to guide the case discov-
ery process by identifying interesting areas of the prob-
lem space. The idea of placing new cases on classifica-
tion boundaries appears to be intuitively sensible in that it
mirrors the approach of recently developed case base edit-
ing algorithms. COMPLEXITY and COMPLEXITY+, two
new complexity-guided algorithms, were introduced and
their effectiveness was demonstrated on 5 public domain
datasets. In general, a significant improvement in test ac-
curacy was observed with these new techniques compared
to the random and competence-guided algorithms used as
benchmarks. COMPLEXITY performed well on simple bi-
nary domains but suffered on multi class problems or on
datasets containing noise. COMPLEXITY+, which incorpo-
rated a clustering stage, provided the most consistent per-
formance across the range of datasets. A noise filter stage
was found to enhance the performance of COMPLEXITY and
COMPLEXITY+ on noisy datasets.

One limitation of the complexity-guided algorithms is that
they restrict their search space to finding new cases within
the problem space already covered by existing cases. Future
work will focus on developing a complimentary approach
for the very early growth stages of a case base, perhaps by
using domain knowledge to seed the case base.

In this paper we have concentrated on providing support
for the case author in the case discovery problem. However
we are keen to see how the use of a complexity measure
might be used more generally to provide support to the case
author in other case base maintenance areas, such as case
editing.
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